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Cooperative systems with distributed decision making arise in many
nature and man-made systems, for examples, collaborative load
carrying in social insects, formation flying in flocking birds,
congestion control in data networks, power distribution in power
systems, and collaborative transport and assembly in team robots.
In the absence of a centralized leader or coordinator, it is still
possible to achieve a common group objective without explicit
coordination and communication between the individual actions.
Such cooperative collective behavior is made possible by indirect
communications through local information feedback. In this talk, we
consider the stability, performance, and robustness of several distributed control
examples: formation control, collaborative load carrying by multiple robots, network flow
regulation, and CDMA power control. The main tool that we use is the concept of
passivity. Passivity is motivated by energy conservation or dissipation in physical
systems and has long been used in the stability analysis and design of nonlinear
feedback systems, including mechanical structures and electrical circuits. I will review
the passivity approach and then present its applications to the distributed control of
various problems. Several other current research areas including iterative learning
control, microsystem assembly, adaptive optics, and vapor compression systems will
also be briefly discussed.
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